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The YVBS meets on the
second Tuesday of each
month now at Morrisons
(Morrison House)
Old Hereford Road,
Mount Evelyn
Informal ‘Review & Overview’
sessions begin at 7:00pm with
a call to order at 7:30.

Highlights from September & October 2013
The September club meeting was the delayed Annual General Meeting - see the separate article
later in the newsletter for a report on the AGM. Although there was also a Trivia Competition
scheduled for the night, unfortunately Trevor J fell ill and had to cancel, but Mike C stepped up at
essentially the last minute and volunteered to talk on Spring bonsai activities. All attending members enjoyed his thoughtful and informative talk, which is summarized in a later article in this newsletter.

118 B8
Saturday Workshops are 25pm on the LAST Saturday of
the month, at the same venue
as monthlies!
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Left - Victor conducts the election of the new Committee,
and Right - Mike talks authoritatively in spring Care.
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The October meeting featured a visit from guest Japanese bonsai practitioner Uchida Yusuke, who was scheduled to do a demonstration but elected to give a presentation instead. The problems in connecting his Apple PC to Morrison’s projector system
led to difficulties in the delivery of the presentation. A large contingent of enthusiasts from other bonsai clubs attended as guests
on the night to witness the demonstration, and YVBS thanks
them for their interest and support, and apologises to all attendees who were disappointed in the content. Regrettably, the
change to the plan was outside of YVBS control and knowledge.
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Left - Uchida Yusuke
shows some of the trees
that he has crafted from
local stock during his visit
to Australia.









2 November (Saturday) YVBS-sponsored
Nursery Crawl #4—Home Stumping
Ground.
2 and 3 November (Saturday and Sunday) Ballarat Bonsai Exhibition. 10:00am
Ballarat.
9 and 10 November (Saturday and Sunday) Goldfields Bonsai Exhibition.
10:00am Castlemaine.
9 and 10 November (Saturday and Sunday) Geelong Bonsai Show. 9:00 am
Geelong.
12 November (Tuesday) YVBS Monthly
Meeting. 7:00pm Morrisons.
24 November (Sunday) YVBS Sale Day.
10:00am to 1:00pm Morrisons
30 November (Saturday) “Last Saturday
of the Month” Workshop. 2:00pm Morrisons.
7 December (Saturday) Satsuki Interest
Group Meeting. 1:20pm Bonsai Art,
Heatherton
10 December (Tuesday) YVBS Monthly
Meeting. Christmas breakup! 7:00pm
Morrisons.

See also the Events Calendar on our
website: www.yarravalleybonsai.org.au
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Notes from Mike’s Presentation at September Meeting

Spring is the busiest time for our bonsai, and the best time for re-potting and root pruning. Ideally, this is done as buds are swelling and about to open. Trim, wire and style your trees prior to re-potting as you may damage new feeder roots if you try to do it
afterwards. Deciduous trees are the first trees to attend to, then proceed with conifers and other evergreens. Do not prune and
re-pot spring flowering trees such as azalea, pyracantha, wisteria, etc until after the flowers have finished.
Water your re-potted trees well, from above until the water runs clear from the pot, and including a plant hormone such as plant
starter or seasol, then place the tree into a sheltered position without too much sun for a couple of weeks. After this time, move
your tree to a more sunny position.
It is not recommended to fertilise until a month or so after re-pottingas new feeder roots will not have developed until then.
Spring is also a time to start to work on ramification of our trees. We started this process before we re-potted by cutting back our
branching and now with the popping of new buds we have to stay vigilant and on top of the new growth by pinching out. Pinching
out will force the growth back into the trees and keep the growth compact and near to the trunk. It also stops large internodal
growth. In general, cut back to two leaves, or 4 on weaker branches, especially for elms and trident maples. Pinch out the centre
bud on Japanese maples as soon as possible.
With pines, reduce multiple candles back to two only. Decandle when the needles start to extend out - anytime between September to December, depending on growing conditions and the species. Be governed by your tree, not the calendar! Decandle with
scissors. On larger candles, leave 3-4mm of neck, and on smaller candles cut flush with the old growth. Leave very small and
weak candles uncut. At the same time, remove some old needles from the tree, from the strongest part of the tree to balance the
growth, and from underneath the branches to improve the appearance.
Spring is also the best time to apply air layers!

Quentin’s Special Workshop
The club was fortunate to have Quentin Valentine run a Special Saturday
Workshop in September, when 6 members took advantage of the opportunity to enlist his expert aid in styling and developing their trees.
After an initial inspection and discussion of potential development options
for all trees, work started and discarded branches started to pile up on the
floor.
All participants worked hard and ended the day with their trees showing a
marked improvement and all had a clear path forward for future development.
Top right - Sally
ponders the
selection of a
new leader for
her tea tree.
Right - Rudi’s
Kingsville Box
gets a close
inspection.
Left - Cindy’s
large olive presents some
challenges!

Library Check-out!
YVBS has subscribed to the new bonsai
magazine produced by the Association of
Australian Bonsai Clubs. Copies of all issues are in the library for perusal or borrowing. Remember, the
checkout period for books and other library material is one
month. If you check out a book and are not able to make the
next meeting, you can return the book to Bill at Morrisons during
office hours or even post it to the club PO Box.

Trade Table Cheque-out!
The trade table has been restocked with new tools, wire and other
accessories. Lorraine Simpson and other pots also in stock. Don’t
forget the club’s tool sharpening
kit, available for use at meetings.
Anything else you would like to
see stocked? Just advise at the
trade table or to any committee
member.
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Member Profile
John B lives in Mt Evelyn and has been a member of YVBS for 3 years. He was
originally a landscape gardener and is now retired.
He first developed his interest in bonsai in 1977 and is self taught from books and
hard experience. His involvement waned with marriage and starting a family, but
then redeveloped around 10 years ago after injury saw him confined to a wheelchair
and then crutches for some time - bonsai gave him an interest to pursue during recovery.
John has around 1000 plants in pots and more in the ground. He has many different
species including some natives, but counts Japanese maples as his favourite. He
likes experimenting with his plants and is quite adept at grafting.

2013 Annual General Meeting
The Annual General Meeting was delayed until September this year in order to comply with government regulation which state
that the meeting must be held after the end of the Club’s financial year, which is 30th June. All officers presented their reports
and were accepted by members. A new Constitution incorporating all of the Rules legislated in the Victorian Associations Incorporation Reform Act 2012 was ratified during the meeting.
Thanks were given to retiring Committee members with special mention going to those members who were not seeking reelection - Mike C, Ross R and Peter M. The new Committee was elected and comprises:
Rudi J - President

Steve M - Vice President

Lindsay H - Secretary

Julie H - Treasurer

Marlene J - Membership & Marketing Director
General Committee Members - Alan H, Christiaan O’D, and Davor T.

Kudos, Accolades and Thanks


To Victor B for very-capably managing the election of the Club Committee at the AGM.



To Quentin Valentine for giving up most of his Saturday to run the Special Workshop for us.

Ask Mr. Miyagi……
Q. Hi Mr Miyagi, Can you tell me a little about how to use moss on my trees?
A. We use moss on our trees to enhance the overall composition and to help create
the illusion of a full grown tree, planted in the earth as if viewed from a distance. Not
only does moss enhance the look of the tree, but it can also be beneficial to the tree
by insulating the roots in the hot and cold and by slowing the evaporation of moisture
from the soil during warmer days and by preventing erosion during rain and watering.
When placing moss onto a bonsai never cover more than 75% of the soil and always
leave areas where the soil is exposed throughout the surface of the moss to allow for
water penetration and evaporation. If allowed to cover the whole surface of the pot,
moss can form a barrier which may prevent the water from penetrating. Likewise it
could also prevent your soil from drying out, causing your roots to rot. It’s ideal to use
moss of differing varieties and colours, use darker shades around the Nebari of the trees and under branches and then lighter
shades towards the outside of the pot. This gives the illusion of shaded grass and really works well in a group planting.
Do not place moss all the way to the rim of the pot, water must be able to soak into the soil around the rim and don’t allow moss
to grow up a trunk or over your roots, keep these areas clean by giving them a gentle scrub with a toothbrush and some water
followed by a good rinse.
It’s also important to be careful when using moss with pines and conifer varieties - if you water to keep the moss green, chances
are you will be watering your tree too much and this could lead to health problems. Try just misting the moss with a spray bottle in
between your normal watering routine.
As for myself, I’m an advocate of only using moss for presentation or showing purposes and then removing the moss for the remainder of the time. This allows me to maintain my trees correctly and ensures that when I display my trees, any moss I have on
it is in its peak condition.

Members may submit questions to Mr. Miyagi c/o the YVBS web forum or per the club email: info@yarravalleybonsai.org.au
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The regular column by Craig Wilson of Gentiana Nursery.

MANAGING YOUR COLLECTION
We are now entering what should be the most labour intensive time of year for bonsai growers. Deciduous trees should now be
growing very strongly and all possible effort needs to be put into increasing their ramification. Native trees that are very high maintenance need to be pinched and or pruned from now until the slow down in autumn. All this growing needs to be accelerated with
heavy feeding both solid and liquid.
With all this activity going on it’s a great time to evaluate your collection and work out if you are capable of performing the tasks
required to maintain or develop good trees or if your collection is too large and needs thinning back.
One of the most important skills for a bonsai grower is the ability to look into the future and predict how a tree is going to turn out
and the timeframes involved in that process. This skill takes time and can be enhanced by close examination of mature Japanese
trees and trying to relate these to your own work. Growing good bonsai takes a very long time and a great deal of detailed work.
This workload only increases as your trees age. It is therefore quite critical that the trees you apply yourself to are worthy of the
work you put into them and the end result is worth the effort.
When I reflect back on some of the trees I have discarded in the past one of my main regrets is getting rid of some pines which in
hind site could have been very fine bonsai had I continued to work with them over a long period but I had no concept at that stage
of just how good these trees could have been. If you are uncertain about the future of a tree it would be well worth having a frank
conversation with a more experienced grower as to its future. It is always a temptation to go out and buy new material to work on
and the thrill of styling a new tree can be very satisfying but following that initial styling comes the daily routine of maintenance
which can be very intensive and every grower needs to ask themselves is it worth the effort?

End-Of-Month Saturday Workshops
Plenty of activity at the regular last Saturday of the month workshops - drop in to work on your trees,
seek advice, have a chat and a cup of coffee!

www.orientbonsai.com.au

Special Christmas Sale!
Special discount for club members during the month of December!
New arrivals of Tools and Wire!
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Tree Profile: Satsuki Azalea - Rhododendron Indicum
General Information: The azalea is a member of the genus Rhododendron and
used to be considered a separate genus, but has recently been reclassified. It
consists of about 1000 species, with the Azalea Satsuki and Kurume commonly
used for Bonsai.
Satsuki azalea is originated in Japan and is more dwarf than other hybrid groups.
The name Satsuki (sats-key) in Japanese means “5th-month” in the old-time lunar
calendar.
The most interesting feature of the Satsuki azalea is that it can produce flowers in
multiple colors on the same plant. It carries unstable color genes - would you be
upset if your white azalea produced a few red flowers? In Japan, unexpected flower
colors are prized as reminders of nature’s unpredictability. They’re mostly grown for
the flowers! The flowers can be white, pink or red - except yellow, bright orange, and
true blue and can grow single or in pairs.
Lighting &Temperature: Place the Azalea at a bright spot, not in full afternoon sun
and protect from hot winds. During wintertime, protect the tree from freezing temperatures, but do not bring indoors.
Watering: General watering practice, the roots can dry out easily, which is fatal to the tree.
Note: The Azalea dislikes hard-water, use rain water if possible.
Feeding: Once every two or three weeks during its growth season. If the tree flowers, quit
feeding altogether. If the tree is repotted in spring, do not feed until autumn. Don’t feed during
the hottest month of the summer.
Pruning and wiring: The Azalea is one of the very few tree-species that are basallydominant. Therefore, prune its base harder than the top to distribute growth evenly. Prune
branches and new shoots in late summer, using a sealing compound to seal wounds. Azalea
can and will grow shoots from old wood. Shoots should be reduced to two and the remaining
shoots shortened to two sets of leaves.
Wiring may be done from spring through to autumn. Use care when bending branches, as
older branches are brittle. Skipping watering the day before wiring will make the branches
more flexible.
Propagation: Usually by cuttings to maintain hybrid characteristics. Take 5 to 10 cm cuttings
after spring growth has hardened or use winter cuttings, which are stronger - but need special
protection from frost.
Repotting: After flowering, every year for young trees, every 2-3 years for older trees. Azaleas like well drained soils with a
pH of 4.5 to 6. Experienced growers recommend using a soil mix that contains no small particles at all, because of the dense
growth of azalea roots. Different growers use different mixes, in Japan only Kanuma is used. A very small amount of charcoal
is beneficial. Air is essential in the root ball or rot will set in. I guarantee it!
Cut a cone shape into the root ball, right up to the bottom of the trunk. The roots
are thickest here and must be removed to prevent rot. Cut out pie-shaped
wedges around the outside of the root ball so that the roots can grow into the
gaps.
Pests and Diseases: Aphids, lacebugs, white fly, leaf miners, spider mites,
scale, stem borers. Diseases include petal blight, leaf gall and root rot.
Styles: Upright and slanting styles, windswept, cascade, semi-cascade, literati,
multi-trunk styles, group planting in medium to large sizes, on the rocks and in
the rocks.
Pots: Usually deeper than most - deep pots drain better, glazed or unglazed, all
shapes and sizes are acceptable with the exception for literati - it should be small
and round.
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On The Display Table

A selection of trees from the September and
October Display Table, including some nice
accent plantings below.

BONSAI ART NURSERY
New Trading Hours

Mon, Tues, Thur, Fri - 9:00am to 5:00pm
Sat, Sun - 10:00am to 4:00pm
Closed Wednesday

Great selection of bonsai, starters, and pots including a range of quality Japanese pots.
236 Old Dandenong Road, Heatherton
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Bonsai Calendar: November - December
This time of year is always an exciting time for any bonsai enthusiast. Small buds have turned to vigorous growth in just a few
weeks. Vibrant greens and blues of fresh growth are spreading across most confers. With this growth comes the need for increased water and food.
Always keep an eye on the weather this time of year. Winds, heavy rains and extended dry periods makes for unpredictable
growing conditions. Pay extra attention to the bonsais that have just been repotted. If you are relying on an irrigation system, perform regular inspections to ensure all trees are being watered properly. Prune your trees in order to keep new the growth nice and
compact.
Here are a few tips to get you through the season.
Position
The sun and wind are good for your trees, however some varieties will benefit from protection. (Beeches, Hornbeams, Maples,
Azaleas), Potting mix should not be left to completely dry out as the leaves will easily scorch in the wrong position. When
putting trees in strong sun, trees must have a consistent water cycle Avoid using shade directly beneath overhanging trees as
animal droppings and leaf debris can create problems
Watering
Water thoroughly. Shallow watering encourages roots to grow at the surface of the potting mix (trees will dry out faster). If
trees are root bound take extra care with saturating root ball. Organize bonsais in “like watering” sections to assist in your
watering cycle
Pinching and Pruning
Pinching and pruning should be attended to as soon as leaves develop and shoots elongate. Buds that develop where
branches are not needed should be rubbed off immediately. If a branch is needed, allow bud to grow keeping the terminal
bud to help increase the girth of the branch
Confers may require finger tip pruning- removing buds at the tip of the growth will push growth back onto the branch and create smaller foliage
Potting
Most repotting should be complete. Varieties such as Chinese Elms, Azaleas, and Junipers can still be potted with care.
Varieties such as Figs, Pomegranates, Pyracantha and Natives can be potted even later. Pines should not be re-potted after
spring finishes.

CHOJO FEATURE
TREES
Now at Home of Garden Lovers
136 York Road, Mt Evelyn
Open Saturday, Sunday and most public holidays, 9:00am to 5:00pm
Other days by appointment
Contact Jeff Barry 0434 622 565








Bonsai Beginners lessons starting January 2013
Advanced native and exotic bonsai stock, plus starter material
Turning over stock continually - new trees coming in all the
time
Diatomite and Sashi-Eda bonsai potting mix in stock
Advanced bonsai and suiseki on display and for sale
New shipment of pots due early in 2013
Crab Apples on sale - reduced to clear
excess stock!
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www.yarravalleybonsai.org.au

A group for all lovers of bonsai in the “far east” of Melbourne
Yarra Valley Bonsai Society
PO Box 345
Mount Evelyn, Victoria 3796
Australia

Looking Ahead to
Nov & Dec 2013

Last Nursery Trip for the year “Home Stumping Ground” on 2nd November covering the following
local nurseries, starting at 10:00AM at Gentiana Nursery, 138 Olinda - Monbulk Rd, Olinda - Melway
122/B12 then moving on to Conifer Gardens Nursery (new in the program with not just conifers), 254
Mt Dandenong Tourist (Cnr Sherbrooke Road), Ferny Creek - Melway 75/D1. We’ll have a lunch
break, which is BYO - with plenty of options in Monbulk for Takeaway/Eat-in. We’ll continue at approximately 1:45PM at
Paddy’s Plants, 103 Main Rd, Monbulk - Melway 122/G12
and finishing with Chojo Feature Trees, as well as Garden Lovers Nursery at 136 York Rd, Mt Evelyn - Melway 52/H3
Our monthly meeting on 12th November will be a Workshop Night with Michael Simonetto. No Review/Overview Session!
Display Table: “Azalea & Members’ Choice”.
On Sunday 24th November “YVBS SALE DAY”, 10:00AM - 1:00PM at Morrisons.
Our monthly workshop will be on Saturday 30th November, 2:00 PM - 4:30 PM at Morrisons.
Satsuki Interest Group Meeting on 7th December, 1:30PM - 4:00PM, at “Bonsai Art” Nursery, 236 Old Dandenong
Road, Heatherton.
On Tuesday 10th December, YVBS will hold its annual Christmas Break-up and a Demonstration on Natives with
Quentin Valentine - not to be missed!
Display Table: “On or in the Rocks and Driftwood & Members Choice”.
No monthly Workshop in December!

Events from Other Clubs
Ballarat Bonsai Exhibition Saturday 2nd November 10:00AM - 5:00PM, Sunday 3rd November
10.00AM - 4.00PM. Admission Adults $4.00, Concession $3.00 at the Robert Clark Centre in the Botanical Gardens at Lake Wendouree, Gillies Street North.
Geelong Bonsai Club Annual Show Saturday 9th November, 9:00AM - 8:00PM & Sunday 10th November, 9:00AM to 4:00PM, at Masonic Hall, Regent Street, Belmont. Admission Adults - $4.00 Pensioners & Students - $3.00, Children accompanied by adults - FREE!
Goldfields Bonsai Society Bonsai Exhibition, Saturday 9th & Sunday 10th November, 10:00AM 5:00PM, at Ray Bradfield Room, Castlemaine. Entry $3.00.
YVBS FORUM: For new members, it bears repeating that our club has an on-line bulletin board and archive. In addition to the
announcements and discussions on topics of bonsai interest, the forum also contains many newsletters from other clubs around
Australia. These are to be found (surprise, surprise) in the folder entitled “Newsletters from Other Clubs” and are kept for approximately six months. There are also publications such as “Bonsai Magazine” and the “Satsuki Society Newsletter” which are
archived in the library folder available only to members. If you visit the site and register as a user, please email Rudi via the
club gmail so that he may add you as a club member user. Just visit our main webpage
http://www.yarravalleybonsai.org.au and follow the FORUM link on the left to the forum.
Member Benefits Refer to the website for a list of discounts to members upon presentation of a current & valid YVBS Membership
card. “Freebies” of donated items are also made available from time to time at monthly meetings.

Advertisers & Sponsors:
Advertising on our website and/or in the newsletter is available for any registered business or sole trader. Society Sponsorship opportunities
are capped at three for any year, however supportership opportunities still remain for any business in an area related to the craft of bonsai.
For a prospectus or further information contact Rudi via the society’s external email: info@yarravalleybonsai.org.au

